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Abstract: Indoor navigation systems are not well adapted to the needs of their users. The route
planning algorithms implemented in these systems are usually limited to shortest path calculations or
derivatives, minimalizing Euclidian distance. Guiding people along routes that adhere better to their
cognitive processes could ease wayfinding in indoor environments. This paper examines comfort and
confusion perception during wayfinding by applying a mixed-method approach. The aforementioned
method combined an exploratory focus group and a video-based online survey. From the discussions
in the focus group, it could be concluded that indoor wayfinding must be considered at different
levels: the local level and the global level. In the online survey, the focus was limited to the local level,
i.e., local environmental characteristics. In this online study, the comfort and confusion ratings of
multiple indoor navigation situations were analyzed. In general, the results indicate that open spaces
and stairs need to be taken into account in the development of a more cognitively-sounding route
planning algorithm. Implementing the results in a route planning algorithm could be a valuable
improvement of indoor navigation support.
Keywords: indoor wayfinding; cognition; navigation system; route planning algorithm;
comfort; confusion

1. Introduction
Indoor navigation systems help people to navigate indoors. Different systems have already been
developed and are running (e.g., NavCog, SafeExit4All, MazeMap, Drishti, CENSE) [1–5]. However,
these solutions have been developed for specific user groups, buildings or events and, so far, have not
yet resulted in a commonly known and applied system.
A considerable amount of research on indoor navigation has been published, but the subject is
treated separately in different research fields, ranging from engineering (indoor positioning) (e.g., [6–15]),
informatics (indoor modeling) (e.g., [16–19]), and architectural design (e.g., [20–23]), to psychology
(analysis of spatial-related perceptual and cognitive processes) (e.g., [24–28]). Much of the current
literature on navigation systems pays particular attention to the localization or other components of
the system, while there has been little discussion about the optimization of route calculations.
Given that the applied route planning algorithms in the literature have been mentioned,
which usually is not the case (e.g., [29]), these are mostly shortest path algorithms (e.g., Dijkstra, A*)
minimizing travel distance (e.g., [1,30–37]). In contrast to this practice, scholars disagree with the use
of length optimized paths. First of all, people do not navigate Euclidian [38]. In contrast to the general
assumption of a metric Euclidian structured cognitive map, Warren [38] argues that spatial relations of
a mental map are connected topologically in a graph structure, and thus contests the existence of this
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Euclidian navigation. If people do not think in distances, why would they prefer the shortest path?
Secondly, length-optimized paths can be unnecessarily complex, lack all logic (e.g., using complex
intersections or avoiding the main walking areas) and, besides, these shortest paths are not always
preferred by the users [39]. The shortest path between two locations is thus not necessarily the best way
to reach our destination. With this research, we aim to contribute to the improvement of the usability
of these navigation systems by examining how to adapt the paths along which people are navigated.
2. Related Work
2.1. Alternative Path Algorithms
For outdoor environments, several alternative route planning algorithms have been developed,
such as the fewest turn path algorithm [40,41] and the simplest instruction path algorithm [42]. Also,
several attempts have been made to improve the path calculations for indoor environments. Most of
the solutions adapt the costs in the edges or nodes and use the Dijkstra algorithm to minimize the
cost. A simple solution was proposed by Khan et al. [35], who tried to optimize travel time based on
estimated speeds, differentiating between regular walked segments and stairs. In related research
on evacuation, the focus of path planning is on speed, but risk, population density, accessibility,
user restrictions, and turns are also considered [2,20,43,44]. Swobodzinski et al. [45] proposed a
Dijkstra algorithm that is adapted for blind people by integrating the landmarks and clues that support
their wayfinding. Also, Kahale et al. [46] developed a route planning algorithm that minimalizes
arduousness for people based on specific physical characteristics of the users restricting the mobility of
the users (e.g., blindness, wheelchair). Moreover, Dudas et al. [47] presented a formal presentation
of a path algorithm that calculates the most feasible and comfortable path based on specified user
preferences. However, they did not elaborate on feasibility and comfort.
As shown above, applied research on indoor routing algorithms generally focuses on specific
situations, such as evacuations, or on users with specific needs, such as impaired people. The commonly
applied principle in navigation support for ordinary users without specific needs is still the shortest
path, minimizing distances. Zhou et al. [48] tried to fill this gap by developing an algorithm for
ordinary users in regular situations. They included path complexity, crowded degree and blocking
events in the Dijkstra algorithm. However, there has been little discussion about which factors to
include. Moreover, they limited the complexity assessment of the path to the total number of turns of
the path. Furthermore, “crowded degree” and “blocking events” are not included in common indoor
spatial models.
2.2. Cognitive Processes
Wayfinding is the process of finding your way to a destination in a familiar or unfamiliar
setting using environmental cues [49] and is a highly complex cognitive operation [50]. To adapt
the routes adequately, understanding of the cognitive processes during wayfinding is necessary.
Furthermore, wayfinding is a component of navigation and constitutes of complex cognitive processes,
such as planning and decision-making based on previously gained and ad hoc knowledge of the
environment [51]. Multiple cognitive models of wayfinding refer to route planning and execution.
Spiers and Maguire [52] describe wayfinding as an iterative process of information processing,
planning, execution, and potential re-planning in case expectations are violated as the environment is
perceived. Fundamentally, as stated by Farr et al. [49], it can be broken down into three interrelated
processes: decision making, decision execution, and information processing, of which the latter entails
environmental perception and cognition which support the previous two processes. The cognitive
processes occurring during the wayfinding process interact with each other, the navigator and
the environment.
In this study, we mainly focused on information processing, which involves attention, perception,
and memory. More specifically, we focused on environmental perception, which is commonly known
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as awareness about the environment and the act of apprehending the environment through the
senses [53]. It is thus an interaction between an individual and their surroundings. The final step in the
perception process is image formation, which is defined as the process of acquiring information about
the surroundings, resulting in mentally stored images about the perceived environment. It is defined
by the environment, previous knowledge, personal characteristics, and abilities, and the task [54].
Through interaction with the environment, people acquire spatial knowledge. In the first place,
humans achieve landmark knowledge, before acquiring route knowledge and survey knowledge [55].
The environmental knowledge of a person is defined by how the information is gained and stored,
and how it can be recalled [54]. Therefore, the landmarks play a central role in how information is
acquired and, by extension, in the other cognitive processes of wayfinding. Because landmark-based
wayfinding is known to be effective, landmarks should be included in route instructions [55,56].
Current studies focus mainly on the saliency of landmarks (e.g., [56–59]).
As can be seen ,during the wayfinding process, a dynamic interplay occurs between the
environment, the navigator, and these multiple cognitive processes [60]. The changes in the environment
during the wayfinding process update their view and change their perception [61]. In fact, it is the
interaction between the individual and the environment that determines the difficulty of a wayfinding
task [62]. More specifically, the spatial structure of the building, the cognitive maps, the strategies,
and the spatial abilities of the navigators contribute to the difficulty of wayfinding [18]. Both the
environmental and the personal characteristics thus shape the cognitive processes during wayfinding
(e.g., perception, working memory, and decision making).
Specifically for the indoor environment, it is known that its specific environmental characteristics
related to the vertical movement and the influence of architectural characteristics have a considerable
effect on wayfinding [63–66], in comparison to the outdoor environment.
Also, personal characteristics play a role in this wayfinding process. In other words, besides the
environment, also mood, emotions, and affect have an influence on these processes [67]. Studies show
that since emotions or affect influence our perception and cognitive abilities, they, in turn, affect our
memory and wayfinding capabilities (e.g., [67–69]). For instance, positively or negatively affected
landmarks, compared to neutral emotional landmarks, enhance wayfinding performance [70,71] and
cognitive map development. Also, it was found that stress and anxiety negatively influence wayfinding
performance [72,73]. Although it is generally known that affect influences wayfinding, little attention
has been devoted to using people’s affective responses to environments to enhance route planning [69].
Some spaces might induce stress or disgust people, while others are attractive and enjoyable [69].
2.3. Indoor Navigation Situations
Different methods exist to determine turns and intersections and to quantify their complexity.
Traditionally, intersection complexity is quantified by the number of branches at an intersection [74].
Fogliaroni et al. [75] append the shape of the intersections to the complexity assessment of the
intersections. In our study, we limited the type of intersections and turns to 90 degrees turns on simple
L- and T-junctions.
In wayfinding research, doors have been reported in different contexts in the literature, but their
effects on wayfinding are not actively researched as far as we know. In research on landmarks, doors
are considered to be functional landmarks [76,77]. Furthermore, when modeling indoor environments
or wayfinding behavior, doors are considered to be both the entrance to the room—and thus the origin
of the user—and the destination of the user when crossing a room [78]. They are the destinations
within the room [79], but also give access to a new environment after it. Liu and Zlatanova [80] applied
this principle in their proposed door-to-door routing algorithm, since from a door to the next door is
the most direct way of walking. In some spatial models, the notion of “door” is included, but limited
to the classification of a transition node [1].
Open spaces have an impact on wayfinding in different ways. The first one is related to the
degree of movement. It is commonly known that pedestrians have greater freedom in movement
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in comparison to all other transport modes [81,82]. But also on a smaller scale, within the indoor
environment, the degree of freedom differs: in corridors, people go more or less straight following
the medial axis, while in open spaces, people move more freely. Furthermore, it is widely accepted
in the literature [83,84] that these open spaces provide visual access to the building which facilitates
the legibility of the building [85] and orientation [86]. In contrast, this freedom of movement induces
difficulties in modeling open spaces and modeling the routing in these spaces, which have been
outlined and examined in a number of studies (e.g., [87,88]).
Stairs are seen as one of the major causes of navigation problems and staircase design, in particular,
was identified as a major wayfinding obstacle [66]. Besides being studied in wayfinding research,
they are also included in path planning algorithms for the mobility of impaired people [89]. They are
also considered to be functional landmarks [76]. Furthermore, several studies have been devoted to
modeling them in spatial models [78,90,91], and when included in spatial models they are sometimes
considered as transition nodes [1].
2.4. Research Goal
To diminish the mental demand of the wayfinding task allowing individuals to focus on other
aspects than the navigation [92], indoor wayfinding systems have to be adapted. Adapting the path
along which people are guided could substantially improve indoor navigation systems. Paths need
to be planned in such a way as to maximize usability and minimize the risk of getting lost.
These easier-to-follow routes reduce the risk of getting lost, require a smaller effort, guide in recalling
routes, and are overall perceived to be more comfortable [93]. To develop a route planning algorithm
specifically for the indoor environment that calculates these easier routes, understanding wayfinding
processes is required. To learn how to adapt the route planning algorithms adequately, this paper
attempts to answer the question regarding which elements should be included in this improved route
planning method. Hence, to answer this question, a focus group discussion was organized as an
exploratory study. Complementarily, and more specifically, by examining the comfort and confusion
perception of specific indoor navigation situations in an online survey, we aim to contribute to the
answer to the question above. This study seeks to address the relationship between the aforementioned
situations and people’s comfort and confusion ratings. Since the usability of a product is of substantial
importance when developing it [94], user testing is incorporated in the design process of this algorithm
by executing an online survey.
This paper examines the perception of comfort and confusion in specific wayfinding situations
based on the results of an online survey. The remainder of the paper commences with the study setup
(Section 3.1), the data acquisition (Sections 3.2 and 3.3), and the data analysis methods (Section 3.4).
The subsequent section constitutes the results (Section 4). In the consecutive discussion section
(Section 5), the results are put in context by relating them to existing literature. Finally, the conclusion
gives a brief summary and critique of the findings (Section 6).
3. Materials and Methods
3.1. Study Design and Setup
First, an exploratory literature study and focus group were conducted. Based on the coinciding
results, an online survey was set up examining comfort and confusion perceptions of specific indoor
wayfinding situations. The workflow of the study is shown in Figure 1.
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Figure 1. Diagram study design.
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environment [63]
affects
Klippel [98]. In other words, when considering wayfinding complexity, not only the local structure,
but also the overall environmental structure, has a considerable impact. We decided to focus on the
local level for our current study, and thus an online survey was executed focusing on local indoor
environmental characteristics.
3.1.2. Stimuli
As argued by Emo [99], a major component of human movement and interaction in the built
environment is determined by the spatial structure of these surroundings but to date, no clear definition
of these structures exists. The selection of the situations in the videos was based on existing literature
and the findings of the focus group discussions. 35 different situations with varying intersections,
staircases, and door types were selected. Short videos depicting these different navigation situations
were recorded in various complex buildings (i.e., the university hospital and three different university
campus buildings) differing in appearance (Figure 2). UZ, the Ghent University Hospital, is a complex
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(× 1.25), resulting in a video length varying between 7 s and 34 s (mean = 17 s).
for the participants, videos were shortened by accelerating them to a still visually comfortable speed
3.2. Procedure
(×1.25), resulting in a video length varying between 7 s and 34 s (mean = 17 s).
In the online survey, the participants were told to watch the videos and interpret the situations
as if they were navigating through the building. After watching the videos, the participants had to
3.2. Procedure rank their comfort level and confusion level of these situations on a 5-point Likert scale, by answering
these questions: (1) How comfortable do you feel about the situation you just saw? and (2) How
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provided in the instructions:
•
•

“Comfortable: enjoying physical and mental comfort (free from stress, tension or doubt)”
“Confusing: disturbing in mind, cause to lose the sense of time or place”

The “confusion” rating is related to the complexity of the situation. Comfort can be seen as the
feasibility and the preferability of the situation estimated by the user [47]. Higher comfort ratings thus
reflect enjoyable or preferable situations.
After ranking, the test subjects had to specify their motives for their given ranking: “Based on
which criteria (characteristics, feelings . . . ) did you rank the comfort/confusion level of the situation in
the video?” General demographic information and characteristics (i.e., age, gender, education level) of
each participant were collected as well.
3.3. Data Collection
The online survey was published on Amazon Mechanical Turk to reach a wide range of target users.
One human intelligence task (HIT) consisted of two videos with two rankings and the open-ended
questions. Participants chose how many HITs they completed. They were been rewarded 0.05 US
Dollars per completed and approved HIT.
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3.4. Data Analysis and Statistics
3.4.1. Dataset
The HITs were rejected if answers to the general questions (e.g., gender, age, education level)
were inconsistent for the same participant or if numeric or no answer was given to the open questions.
The dataset consisted of rows containing HITs of two videos and its answers, i.e., ratings and open-ended
questions for both videos. To analyze the data, this dataset was transformed into a dataset containing
the watched videos, the ratings, and answers per row.
3.4.2. Motives
To select the most frequently mentioned words, the relative frequency, rather than the absolute
frequency, was calculated. A cut off value of 0.1% was employed to select the most frequently
mentioned words, resulting in a list of 174 words for comfort level and of 182 words for confusion
level. Thereafter, to be able to analyze these lists, they were classified into different categories.
For this reason, a coding scheme (Table 1) was created following a standardized method [100].
An initial coding schema to classify the words into categories was developed and re-evaluated by
the research team. Subsequently, this schema was validated by two researchers not involved in the
study. The inter-coder reliability of the coders was evaluated using the Cohen’s Kappa-coefficient K
which does not just represent the proportion of the corresponding codes with respect to all codes, but
additionally corrects for marginal frequencies and defines the associations as the relative proportion
of corresponding codes. A reliability of K = 0.67 was achieved between the two independent coders,
which is considered as substantial [101]. During the subsequent analysis, the proportions of the coded
categories of the word lists were compared.
Table 1. Coding scheme.
Code

Description

Examples

Setup

Related to the survey setup (video, words from
questions and instructions)

Speed, shaky, comfortable

Colors/lightning

Related to the colors or lightning

Bright, red

Social

Referring to (the presence or lack of) other people

Someone, nobody

Actions

Verbs (or derivatives) related to navigation

Moving, walking

Environmental elements

Tangible objects in the environment

Door, wall

Places

Referring to locations

Hallway, school, environment

Spatial Descriptions

Other words (nouns, adverbs or adjectives) with
a spatial component

Narrow, outside, above, path

Non-spatial Descriptions

Nouns, adverbs or adjectives without a spatial
component

Nice, anxiety

Other

Any other words

Seems, appear, just, and

3.4.3. Central Tendency and Variability of the Ratings
To be able to inspect the central tendency and the variability of the data, a frequency table was
derived from the resulting dataset and summary statistics were calculated. The interquartile ranges
(IQR), representing the variability, were also determined.
3.4.4. Differences between groups
In addition, possible rating differences between different groups (e.g., building, type, video) were
researched using the Kruskal-Wallis H test. This non-parametric test detects if at least two groups
differ from each other. Thereafter, if from the Kruskal-Wallis test it could be concluded that at least two
groups were mutually different from each other, a post hoc Dunn test was performed to detect which
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groups exactly mutually differ. The Kruskal-Wallis H test, in combination with the Dunn test, enables
us to determine rank-based which distributions of groups statistically differ from each other.
4. Results
4.1. Dataset
2839 HITs were submitted, of which 1025 were rejected. The rejected responses were eliminated
from the initial dataset. On average, participants worked 238.4 s on one HIT. 905 unique participants
worked on the HITs, of which 471 participants were female (52.2%). Their ages ranged between 18
and 80 years old (M = 35, SD = 12). Participants with varying levels of educational experience were
reached, i.e., from elementary school to academic degrees.
The dataset of HITs (of two videos each) was transformed, resulting in a dataset representing
the watched videos (n = 3628). Every video was watched and scored at least 84 times (M = 91).
Five randomly chosen videos were assigned to twice as many of the participants. Half of the responses
to these five videos were separated from the dataset and constitute a validation dataset. No statistical
differences were found between the control and the actual dataset (see Table 2). After removing the
rejected HITs, restructuring the dataset, and eliminating the validation data, the resulting dataset
consisted of 3174 rows, representing the video observations (video number, ratings, and answers).
Table 2. Kruskal-Wallis H for the actual and validation dataset.
Comfort
Variable

df

actual dataset
validation dataset

1

Confusion

n

H

p

n

H

p

3173
453

1.209

0.271

3172
452

2.114

0.146

* Significant on the 95% confidence level.

4.2. Motives
The analysis of the open-ended questions provides us insight into which aspects play a role
in people’s perception of comfort and confusion in the presented indoor situations. In Table 3,
the proportions of the categories of the most frequently mentioned words are presented. We note
a large proportion of words referring to non-spatial descriptions and meaningless words (“other”).
The categories referring to words with a spatial component (spatial descriptions, environmental
elements, places) comprise a large proportion of the most frequently mentioned words (Table 3, lines 5,
6, 7). Participants referred more to "environmental elements", "spatial descriptions", and “other” when
evaluating confusion (Table 3, lines 5, 7, 9). In contrast, when evaluating comfort level, more words of
the categories "colors/lightning", "social", and "non-spatial descriptions" are used to motivate their
ranking (Table 3, lines 2, 3, 8).
Table 3. Proportions of the categories of the most frequent words.
Comfort (%)

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

Setup
Colors/lightning
Social
Actions
Environmental elements
Places
Spatial Descriptions
Non-spatial Descriptions
Other

Confusion (%)

∆ (= Comfort − Confusion)

Coder 1

Coder 2

Coder 1

Coder 2

Coder 1

Coder 2

7.51
4.62
2.89
5.20
3.47
5.78
14.45
28.90
27.17

10.98
4.05
3.47
5.20
2.31
8.67
12.14
26.59
26.59

5.52
3.31
1.66
4.97
3.87
5.52
16.57
26.52
32.04

10.50
2.76
1.66
5.52
3.87
8.29
16.02
16.57
34.81

1.99
1.31
1.23
0.23
−0.40
0.26
−2.12
2.38
−4.88

0.49
1.28
1.81
−0.32
−1.56
0.38
−3.88
10.02
−8.22
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4.3. Central Tendency and Variability of the Ratings
A frequency table was derived from the resulting dataset and summary statistics were calculated
(Table 4). The median for comfort level ranges between 3.00 and 4.00, and for confusion level between
3.00 and 5.00. The interquartile ranges (IQR), representing the variance of both the comfort level and
confusion level, range between 1.00 and 3.00.
Table 4. Descriptive statistics.
Video

Count

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35

84
85
95
89
91
90
96
89
93
93
95
88
87
95
90
88
95
87
92
96
90
88
94
93
88
88
89
87
88
96
89
96
93
90
87

Comfort

Confusion

Modus

Median

IQR

Modus

Median

IQR

5.00
5.00
5.00
5.00
5.00
5.00
5.00
4.00
5.00
5.00
5.00
4.00
5.00
5.00
5.00
5.00
4.00
3.00
4.00
5.00
4.00
4.00
4.00
5.00
5.00
5.00
5.00
4.00
5.00
5.00
5.00
4.00
5.00
4.00
5.00

4.00
4.00
4.00
4.00
4.00
4.00
3.50
4.00
4.00
4.00
4.00
4.00
4.00
4.00
4.00
4.00
4.00
3.00
4.00
4.00
4.00
4.00
4.00
4.00
4.00
4.00
4.00
4.00
4.00
4.00
4.00
4.00
4.00
4.00
4.00

2.00
2.00
2.00
2.00
1.00
2.00
3.00
1.00
2.00
2.00
2.00
2.25
2.00
2.00
2.00
2.00
2.00
2.00
2.00
2.00
2.00
2.00
2.00
2.00
2.00
2.25
2.00
2.00
2.00
3.00
2.00
2.00
2.00
3.00
2.00

5.00
5.00
5.00
5.00
5.00
5.00
5.00
3.00
5.00
4.00
5.00
5.00
3.00
4.00
5.00
5.00
5.00
3.00
5.00
5.00
5.00
5.00
5.00
5.00
5.00
5.00
5.00
5.00
5.00
5.00
5.00
5.00
5.00
5.00
4.00

4.00
5.00
4.00
4.00
4.00
4.00
4.00
3.00
4.00
4.00
3.00
3.00
3.00
4.00
4.00
4.00
4.00
4.00
4.00
4.00
4.00
4.00
4.00
4.00
4.00
4.00
4.00
3.00
4.00
4.00
4.00
4.00
4.00
4.00
4.00

2.00
2.00
2.00
2.00
2.00
2.00
3.00
1.00
2.00
2.00
2.00
3.00
1.50
2.00
2.00
2.00
2.00
2.00
2.00
2.00
2.00
2.00
2.00
2.00
2.00
3.00
2.00
3.00
2.00
3.00
2.00
2.00
2.00
2.00
2.00

As can be noted from the table, for some videos the Medians or Modi are different than for other
videos. For the comfort level, the median is 3.50 for video 7 and 3.00 for video 18. In these videos,
respectively, a left turn (T-junction) in a narrow corridor in an older part of the hospital and a right
turn (T-junction) in a narrow corridor in a newer building are presented. Note that only for video 2 the
median for confusion level is 5.00. This video depicts a right turn in a bright wide and clean corridor.
4.4. Differences between Groups
The Kruskal-Wallis H coefficient was calculated to check whether the responses were
different for the different groups (Table 5). The videos were grouped per building (UZ, Plateau,
Tweekerken/Hoveniers, Dunant) and per type (Simple L-turn, T-junctions, Open space, Doors, Stairs).
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The ratings of the different groups were compared, and surprisingly, no significant differences were
detected for the grouping variable building for both comfort and confusion ratings. Moreover, the test
detected, for the confusion ratings grouped by type, statistically significant differences between one or
more groups. For comfort ratings, no statistically significant differences were detected. Conversely, for
the separate videos (i.e., navigation situations), the Kruskal-Wallis H detected a significant difference
between the ratings, both for comfort rating as for confusion rating.
Table 5. Results of the Kruskal-Wallis test.
Variable

Groups

Building

Comfort

df
n

Mean Rank

1088
911
909
265

160,604
159,611
154,803
161,117

909
639
802
361
462

159,769
153,592
159,257
169,592
154,184

84
85
95
89
91
90
96
89
93
93
95
88
87
95
90
88
94
87
92
96
90
88
94
93
88
88
89
87
88
96
89
96
93
90
87

171,645
180,636
169,181
168,957
190,634
166,712
140,509
148,748
151,237
151,621
152,471
137,795
157,821
153,394
168,946
173,769
144,436
137,456
166,163
171,671
15,599
151,913
152,862
149,222
174,111
143,472
165,717
147,566
169,549
144,796
180,312
156,728
153,668
139,019
170,223

3
UZ
Plateau
Tweek./Hoven
Dunant

Type

4
Simple L- turn
T-junction
Open space
Doors
Stairs

Video

p

2.573

0.462

9.009

73.152

34
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35

Confusion
H

n

Mean Rank

1087
910
910
265

161,193
158,734
156,682
154,692

908
640
801
361
462

159,272
157,363
155,808
171,586
15,403

84
85
95
89
90
90
96
89
93
93
95
88
87
95
90
88
95
87
92
96
90
88
94
93
88
88
89
87
88
96
89
96
93
89
87

180,145
189,173
182,292
162,405
183,524
160,959
147,566
131,274
163,983
151,101
143,338
141,584
135,057
14,985
168,843
176,066
152,309
144,061
174,955
16,938
164,665
165,933
150,466
145,269
161,342
143,657
159,026
138,801
159,888
152,119
181,622
161,325
157,226
153,021
152,599

0.061

0.000 *

H

p

1.886

0.596

10.022

0.040 *

84.144

0.000 *

* Significant on the 95% confidence level.

Since significant differences between the groups determined by type and video were detected for
confusion and/or comfort ratings (Table 5), a post hoc Dunn test was performed to determine which
groups were different from each other. The test statistics of the Dunn test for the confusion ratings on
the videos grouped by type are presented in Table 6. This test revealed significant differences between
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the ratings for the videos where open spaces were represented, and the ones were doors played a role.
The videos depicting doors and the ones with stairs were also rated significantly differently by the
participants. From the mean rank values in Table 5, it can be deduced that the videos with doors were
rated less confusing than the ones with open spaces and stairs.
Table 6. Test statistics Z of post hoc Dunn test for confusion ratings on the videos grouped per type.
Simple L-Turn
Simple L-turn
T-junction
Open space
Doors
Stairs

T-Junction
19.09

Open Space
34.64
15.55

Doors
−123.14
−142.23
−157.79 *

Stairs
52.41
33.33
17.77
175.56 *

* Significant on the 95% confidence level.

For the ratings grouped per video, the Kruskal-Wallis test detected significant differences for the
comfort and confusion ratings. The post hoc pairwise comparisons of the comfort level for the different
videos revealed significant differences between video 5 and respectively, video 18, video 12 and video
34. For confusion level, the differences between video 8 and 5, 8 and 2, and 13 and 2 are significant.
These results are presented in Table 7.
Table 7. Statistically significant results of the post hoc Dunn test of the ratings grouped per video.
Comparisons Video

Z

Adjusted p
Comfort

18-5
12-5
34-5

531.8
528.4
516.1

0.035
0.037
0.05
Confusion

8-2
13-2
8-5

579
541.2
522.5

0.009
0.035
0.045

Apparent differences can be observed between the situations depicted in the videos that were
rated differently for comfort:
•
•

•

In video 18 a rather straightforward right turn (T-junction) is depicted in a narrow corridor.
In video 12, a similar right turn is depicted but the corridor is wider and there is visual clutter
(i.e., number and organization of objects in a scene [102]) present (several doors, cleaning gear,
parked bike).
In video 34, a courtyard is crossed but the doors providing access to the courtyard had to be
opened manually.

In video 5 a right turn in a bright wide and clean corridor was presented. A contrast can thus be
detected between the situations in the three videos and the one in video 5.
For confusion ratings, a significant difference was detected for videos 8 and 13, with the same
for video 5 and for video 2, where a left turn (T-junction) was depicted in a wide but somewhat
darker corridor.
•
•

In video 8, a simple right turn is presented in a narrow corridor in an older part of the building.
In video 13, stairs are walked down, also cleaning gear and cabinets were captured on camera.
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5. Discussion
5.1. Data Acquisition
The online survey was published on Amazon Mechanical Turk to reach a varied public.
A substantial amount of the submitted data was rejected (36.1%). One could argue that the data is of
low quality, but also the strict rejection process plays a role in this. Moreover, a large proportion of the
participants had a high level of education (“academic degree”). Although this might be strange, similar
to Ipeirotis [103], there were no incentives in our study to bias the participants towards lying, although
false disclosure might occur. Nevertheless, the higher education level can be partially explained by the
younger age of Mechanical Turk workers and higher education levels among technology users [104].
Moreover, Amazon Mechanical Turk has proved to be a valuable method [105,106].
5.2. Motives
About one-third of the most frequently mentioned words, both for comfort rating and confusion
rating, had a spatial component. However, the most interesting finding was that a discrepancy can
be noted between the comfort and the confusion ratings. Participants referred more to words with
a spatial component when evaluating confusion. In contrast, when evaluating comfort level, more
non-spatial descriptions were used to motivate their ranking. These spatial categories capture the
physical environment of the situations, while the non-spatial categories describe less tangible elements
of the environment and the interpretation of it by the participants. These findings suggest that to
make less confusing paths we can thus focus on the physical environment. Quantifying the complexity
of decision points based on the characteristics of the physical environment has already been done
in previous research in different ways (e.g., intersection complexity by the number of branches).
Other researchers have employed space syntax or isovist measures to determine the complexity of
decision points, and also included visibility and connectivity in the complexity quantification besides
the building characteristics of decision points [98,99,107,108]. The results also indicate that, to create
more comfortable paths, not only the structure of the physical environment but also other factors have
to be integrated into the route planning algorithm. These findings might be in line with the positions
of multiple scholars who argue that the effect of other people influences wayfinding [109–112] and that
colors and illumination can facilitate navigation [113,114].
5.3. Differences between the Groups
5.3.1. Building
Surprisingly, for the grouping variable building, no significant differences were detected.
The results show that the building’s specific visual appearance has no substantial influence on
both the comfort and the confusion ratings of the situations depicted in the videos. Although it is
known that the legibility (i.e., the extent to which a building facilitates wayfinding [63]) of the building
plays a role in indoor wayfinding, it was not reflected in the results. This is somewhat unexpected
since the aspects that determine the legibility of a building (e.g., the signage, visible accessibility and
the differentiation of the environment) are represented in the videos. A possible explanation is that
legibility was not sufficiently represented in the videos. This might not be reflected in the separated
wayfinding situations, although it is common to quantify both global and local legibility [98].
5.3.2. Type
For the ratings grouped by type, surprisingly no evidence was found to conclude that the situations
affect comfort perception. The results do not show a significant difference between the comfort ratings
of the videos representing turns, open spaces, doors, and stairs. Only significant differences were
detected for confusion ratings. The videos with doors were rated less confusing than the ones with
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stairs and open spaces. This finding suggests that passing through doors is not as confusing as the
other situations, and likewise, stairs and open spaces are more confusing.
Although attention has been devoted to these three aspects in research on indoor navigation,
as outlined in Section 2.3, it is not always clear how they affect the wayfinding experience. Firstly,
the effect of passing through doorways on the wayfinding experience, for instance, has not been
actively researched so far. One of the participants in the focus group brought up that doors create
boundary experiences. The boundary it creates has to be crossed when one has to leave a room to
enter a new room. These boundaries can be soft (open door) or hard (closed) or something in between
(if they are made from glass or they open automatically for instance). Secondly, since open spaces
were rated as more confusing in our study, our results do not support the idea that the vistas in these
open spaces enable legibility and support orientation. Moreover, from the focus group discussions, it
could be concluded that these freely movable open spaces have an ambiguous effect on the navigation
experience. Participants in the focus group argued that these spaces were experienced as pleasant
or enjoyable. But according to the same participants, these spaces might also be vague and induce
uncertainty while navigating. As can be noted, experience and theory about open spaces are somewhat
inconsistent, and therefore the impact on open spaces in indoor wayfinding experiences is an important
issue for further research. Thirdly, stairs are seen as a major source of wayfinding errors and avoiding
them is also often included in path planning for the mobility impaired. It is thus generally accepted
that stairs should be included in a route planning algorithm. In our subsequent study, we will try to
further investigate the effect of these situations on the indoor wayfinding experience.
5.3.3. Videos
For the ratings grouped per video, the Kruskal-Wallis test detected significant differences between
the ratings both for comfort and confusion. The subsequent post hoc pairwise comparisons, both for
comfort and confusion level for the different videos, revealed significant differences between multiple
videos. Both video 2 and video 5 were rated as less confusing, but only video 5 was rated more
comfortably. The two videos depict a simple turn in a wide corridor, but video 5 was a brighter corridor.
In addition, for video 5, which was rated more comfortable, there was less disagreement between the
participants than for other videos (low IQR). Furthermore, for confusion ratings, video 2 is the only
video with the highest median of 5.00. It seems possible that the confusion level might be related to
the width of the corridor, but further work is required to establish this. Moreover, only the brighter
corridor was rated higher for comfort, suggesting that illumination is a contributing factor. Also,
Vilar et al. [115] concluded that wider and more illuminated routes were preferred.
5.4. Limitations of the Study and Future Work
Finally, a number of limitations of the current study need to be considered. First, the variables
presented in the videos were as controlled as possible. Of course, other environmental characteristics
cannot be controlled in the real environment. Second, the results of studying cognitive processes
during navigation, based on virtual stimuli, are not completely accurate. In a well-controlled lab
environment, body-movement is eliminated, as are real-world perceptions that have a substantial
impact on information processing and spatial decision making [116]. Moreover, the study solely focused
on several separate situations (and thus the environment) and neither the consecutive decision-making
process nor the navigation aid were included in the study.
To overcome these problems, a subsequent experiment recording eye-tracking, while people are
navigating along the entire route in a real indoor environment, has been planned to validate the results
of the focus group and online survey. The design of the developed study is in line with the experimental
designs in previous wayfinding studies [26,117]. Participants were guided in different complex
buildings along different paths (i.e., the shortest path and path with fewest turns). The obtained data
will provide insights into cognitive load and complexity perception across different paths and decision
points. This knowledge could lead to a better understanding of how and on which occasions people
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make wayfinding errors. Moreover, complex routes and environmental characteristics that increase
the complexity could be identified in this study.
The implementation of the findings of this paper and those of the subsequent study is subject
to future work. These findings have to be translated into spatial concepts, which in turn have to
be derivable from the spatial model. It is important to note that the spatial conceptualization of
the findings should respect the characteristics of the chosen spatial model. Since the node creation
theorems differ between the different network models (e.g., geometric network model, center-node
network model, cell-decomposed networks and visibility-based network models), nodes are dissimilar
in the various networks for the same space. Consequently, the chosen spatial model highly affects the
results of the implemented guidance algorithms [93,118]. Moreover, the findings will be integrated
into an existing algorithmic structure of an outdoor route calculation algorithm (e.g., the hierarchical
path [119], the minimized route complexity path [42,120], the most reliable path [121], and minimizing
the risk of getting lost [122]). As these were developed with outdoor network models in mind, these
algorithms also have to be adapted to the indoor network model employed. Given these points,
the effects of the spatial model need to be considered for the integration of our findings into the
structure of an existing outdoor route planning algorithm.
6. Conclusions
Guiding people along easier-to-follow paths could improve indoor navigation systems. To develop
better navigation support, and more specifically, the route planning aspect, this study examined the
aspects potentially to be integrated into the route planning algorithms by applying a mixed-method
approach. From the exploratory focus group discussion, it could be concluded that wayfinding research
should be considered on different levels. The wayfinding experience might be affected by global
(related to the route structure or overall building layout) and local building characteristics. In the
second phase, the online survey focused solely on these local building characteristics. Participants were
asked to rank their comfort level and confusion level towards the situations presented in the videos,
and they had to provide their motivation for their rankings. The analysis of the motives exposed a
discrepancy between the motives used for comfort and confusion ratings. When motivating confusion
ratings, participants used more spatial components than when motivating comfort ratings. Moreover,
results indicate that the appearance of the building did not have an influence on the comfort and
confusion perception during navigation. Also, no statistically significant evidence was found for the
influence of the different types on comfort perception. This result might be explained by the fact that
the current investigation was limited to the separate situations depicted in the videos and the fact that
real-world perceptions were eliminated. Further studies on this topic are therefore recommended.
For confusion perception, our study has shown that situations that involve doors are less confusing
than the ones with open spaces and stairs. In general, therefore, it seems that to make routes less
confusing, open spaces and stairs need to be taken into account. In the future, a real-life experiment
recording eye-tracking data will provide the ecological validity of our results presented in this paper.
The implementation of these findings in a cognitively-sounding route algorithm will improve indoor
wayfinding support.
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